
Creating interactive mad libs in Scratch

 Story Time
We show how to create mad libs, by collecting user input and 

placing it in stories at predefined places. By Michael Badger

Scratch provides the perfect en-
vironment to create and share 
interactive stories. I’ll show 
you how to build an interac-

tive story, or mad lib, that collects user 
input and places it into the story at pre-

defined places. 
I’ll use the nursery rhyme Old MacDonald as 

the basis for the mad lib. The version of the nurs-
ery rhyme I’ll use goes like this: “Old MacDonald had 

a farm, EIEIO. On his farm he had a dog, EIEIO. With a 
ruff, ruff here and a ruff, ruff there. Everywhere a ruff, ruff. 

Old MacDonald had a farm, EIEIO.” Each verse uses a new ani-
mal and sound. The bold words will be replaced in the project.

Storytelling in Scratch is a great way to demonstrate event coordination and 
sequence. This project will rely on the use of variables to store dynamic information 

that is then displayed at the correct time in the story, including at the start of the project, 
when messages are broadcast, and when clicking sprites. From an educational perspective, 
this project asks words by parts of speech and type, providing some opportunity for you, as a 
Raspberry Pi Geek parent, to help your kids learn about language.

Create the SpriteS
You need to get the words of the Old MacDonald nursery rhyme onto the Scratch stage, and 
the best way to do that is to use the built-in image editor to create sprites. Underneath the 
Stage, you can click on the paint new sprite icon next to the New sprite label to open the 
image editor (Figure 1).

Select the text tool (the T icon) and then click into the image canvas to start typing. You can 
change the font type, size, and color. I’m not straying from the defaults, but feel free to apply 
as much design as you want.

A big consideration for this project is determining how to translate the lines of the nursery 
rhyme into sprites that can be manipulated on the Stage. It’s unlikely that you’d get a good re-
sult by trying to type the whole rhyme into a single sprite because the line wrapping will be 
difficult to control.

You could create a sprite for each word, but that starts to get very tedious. I chose to use the 
substituted words as the break for my sprites. The words I’m replacing do not need to be cre- Le
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ated as a sprite, so my first sprite is “Mac-
Donald had a farm.” My second sprite is 
“EIEIO”; the third becomes “On his,” and on 
it goes to the end.

I found that the approach of creating 
sprites from phrases of the story gave me the 
most control over positioning words on the 
Stage and provided more animation opportu-
nities if I wanted to revise the story at a later 
time. I tried to create a sprite for each line, 
which seemed like the ideal compromise, but 
the image editor kept wrapping my lines in 
ways I didn’t like.

My chosen approach creates 12 sprites, 
which are really 12 images created from text. 
After you create the sprites, you’ll need to 
position them on the Stage by dragging and 
dropping the sprites in the order they appear 
in the story. You’ll likely need to revise this 
spacing as you test the story, but don’t forget 
to leave space for the substituted words.

Defining the VariableS
The story is interactive in that it prompts the 
user for an adjective, a noun, a sound, and 
an animal. To store the word values as the 
user enters them, you need to create vari-
ables.

To create a variable in Scratch, click on the 
Data palette and then click on the Make a 
variable button. In the dialog box that pops 
up, give your variable a name, such as adjec-
tive. Variables can be either local (the For this 
sprite only radio button) or global (For all 
sprites).

After you create a variable, Scratch makes 
several additional blocks available in the 
Data palette that make it easy to work with 
the variables in your scripts.

This project requires the following variable 
names: adjective, adjective2, animal, noun, 
noun2, sound, sound2, sound3, and sound4. 
To understand why you need so many vari-
ables when you’re only collecting four 

words, you need to know 
about reporter blocks in 
Scratch and how the 
project uses them.

Reporter blocks display 
the current value of the 
block it is watching. For 
each variable that you 
create, Scratch will create 
an oval-shaped reporter 
block. If you look at the 
reporter block in the 
Data palette after you 
create the variables, you 
will see that each has a 

checkbox. Clicking the checkbox displays the 
value in a Stage monitor on the Stage. As 
you’ll see in the scripts here, you can show 
and hide the reporters with blocks in the 
script.

The Stage monitors can be positioned on 
the Stage, which means they can be posi-
tioned to fit into the story in the appropriate 
places. If you right-click on the Stage moni-
tor, you’ll find several display options, in-
cluding normal readout, large readout, and 
slider. The large readout will work best in 
this script.

Scratch displays a variable in the Stage 
monitor one time; however, the story uses 
the words multiple times. Therefore, you 
need to create a number of variables so you 
can display a variable each time the word is 
used in the mad lib. The example in Listing 1 
shows how to handle this problem using the 

Figure 1: Scratch’s built-in image editor allows users to design their own sprites.

liSTing 1: Two Scripts Assigned to 
the Cat Sprite
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would string a bunch of say() blocks to-
gether and use the join() block to combine 
the static part of the story with the variables 
in a way similar to the script in Listing 1.

If the mad lib you create spans more than 
one screen, then using the say() block 
method might be the most manageable. A 
major tradeoff of this approach, however, is 
that you have to control the timing of the 
say() blocks, and it most likely will always 
be too fast or too slow for the user.

hiDe anD Show VariableS
Listing 2 hides all the Stage monitors, and 
the last block in the stack assigns the sound4 
variable a value of 0. The script in Listing 3 
then checks the value of sound4. This error-
handling check prevents the user from dis-
playing the story before all the words are col-
lected. The when Sprite1 clicked block (List-
ing 3) makes the cat clickable and is a user-
initiated way to advance the story.

After the script collects the four words 
from the user, the cat instructs the user to 
click on it to create and display the story. The 
script checks to see if sound4 is equal to 0. If 
that statement is true, nothing will happen 
when the user clicks on the cat, as repre-
sented by the empty if statement. If sound4 is 
not 0, then the cat hides while enabling all 
the reporter blocks so that the words stored 
in the variables display on the Stage. A cre-
ate story broadcast is fired off and received 
by all 12 story sprites simultaneously.

Create Story
When each sprite in the story receives the 
create story broadcast, it will show itself; 
then, the sprite will hide itself when the user 
starts the project by clicking the green flag:

After you create a script for one story sprite, 
you can copy the script to other sprites by 

multiple variables in the script that collects 
the user’s words.

aSking for input
The ask() and wait block in the Sensing pal-
ette is used to collect input from the key-
board. The input is stored in a built-in vari-
able called answer. Listing 1 shows the scripts 
that generates the on-screen display shown 
in Figure 2.

The first script provides an introduction to 
the story using the say() block and then the 
broadcast (ask questions) message, which 
coordinates the script and ensures the ques-
tions are asked at just the right time.

The cat sprite receives the ask questions 
broadcast message and prompts the user for 
words via the ask() and wait block. This 
block takes a text string as its input and dis-
plays it as a speech bubble for the cat. Make 
sure the value you enter in the ask() and 
wait block gives the user adequate directions 
so you get the correct values.

When the ask() and wait block runs, it dis-
plays a text input box at the bottom of the 
Stage that allows the user to enter text. The 
and wait part of the block keeps the input 
box on the Stage and halts the script until the 
user presses Enter. Pressing Enter stores the 
value in the answer block and allows the 
script to proceed.

After each ask() and wait block, the script 
in Listing 1 assigns the value in the answer 
variable to the appropriate project variable 
via the set() to() block, which is located in 
the Data palette. Each time the ask() and 
wait block runs, the value in the answer block 
is replaced with the new user input, which is 
why the script assigns the user-entered val-
ues into the project variables right away.

The set() to block for sound2, sound3, 
and sound4, use a nested join() block to cre-
ate the repeated animal sound that is used 
throughout the rhyme. The nested join al-
lows the comma to be entered.

an alternatiVe Story 
approaCh
I chose to display the mad lib on the screen 
using sprites for the words because it more 
closely mimicked what you would see in a 
Mad Lib book. Additionally, the story will re-
main on the screen until the user starts the 
program again or until you as a programmer 
create the next mad lib in the series.

A much simpler and less visually appeal-
ing way to display the mad lib would be to 
use the say() block and have the sprite 
“speak” the story via a speech bubble. You 

Figure 2: The end result of the “ask() and wait” block.

liSTing 2: Cat Sprite 
Hiding Variables

liSTing 3: Displaying 
the Story
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When creating the story, I used the 
change() effect by() block (not 
shown) from the Looks palette 
to apply a ghost effect by a fac-
tor of 85 to the image, making it 
fade into the background. A ghost 
value of 100 would make the image invisi-
ble. By fading the image out, I’m keep-
ing a consistent design element 
through each scene of the project 
while making the image a second-
ary element on the Stage so that 
the background doesn’t com-
pete with the story. At the 
start of the project, the 
clear graphic effects 
block resets the back-
ground to its original state 
by undoing the effects of the 
ghost.

Now you’re ready to create your own mad 
lib. May I suggest Mary had a little lamb? 
Happy Scratchin’.  ● ● ●

dragging and dropping it onto each of the 11 
other story sprites. As you run through the 
story a few times, you can adjust the spacing 
of the sprites and the Stage monitors to try to 
create a readable story, regardless of what 
the user enters.

aDDing a baCkgrounD
Imagery can help the story by providing de-
sign relief and context. On the Old MacDon-
ald Wikipedia page I found a public domain 
image that I imported as a background to the 
Stage. Figure 3 shows the Stage with the 
background in place.

Like the sprites, the Stage background re-
sponds to events. Here, it’s the two primary 
events shown in the short scripts shown 
above: the click of the flag and the create 
story broadcast message.

putting it all together
Figure 4 shows the Old MacDonald nursery 
rhyme using a set of user-supplied words. 

Figure 3: The Old MacDonald background image.

Figure 4: The end result of the story: a new and ever-

changing Old MacDonald mad lib.
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